BEFORE

USED CUTTERS SHOW SEVERE WEAR, CHIPPED EDGES AND GRIND MARKS FROM CUSTOMER ATTEMPTS TO SHARPEN.

AFTER

CUTTERS HAVE BEEN RESHARPENED AND RECONDITIONED TO LIKE NEW QUALITY WITH ONLY A SMALL LOSS OF CUTTER BLADE LENGTH.

EXTEND YOUR GATE CUTTER LIFE 100%

MINIMUM QUANTITY FOR RESHARPENING IS 12 PIECES

Factory Resharpening Service By Experts!

No Preliminary Call to PPE is Necessary! Just send them!

TERMS • CONDITIONS

1. Minimum quantity for re-sharpening is 12 pieces.
2. Ship your gate cutters United Parcel Service to us in a strong suitable shipping carton.
3. All cutters will be thoroughly examined by us to determine which can be reconditioned (our salvage rate is over 80%). All cutters not salvageable will be discarded to avoid extra handling and shipping costs.
4. Cutters will be sent to the factory for re-sharpening and returned to you within 4 to 8 weeks.
5. Please don't send economy nippers for re-sharpening.

YOU’LL THINK YOU HAVE NEW CUTTERS FOR LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE!

PPE was first to offer you gate cutter reconditioning service! But who cares, just send us your cutters and we’ll guarantee your satisfaction. We are not offering this service for profit, we’re doing it for customer service.

PRICES

ANY MAKE OR MODEL OF STANDARD PLASTIC GATE CUTTER UP TO 8” LONG, RECONDITIONED

Use Part No. RGC $6.50 each

Any 9" or 10" Long Plastic Gate Cutter Part No. RGC-9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $9.00 ea.

Carbide Insert Plastic Gate Cutter Part No. RGC-C . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $16.00 ea.

Shipping costs of $.50 per gate cutter is added for freight to and from the factory. IT’S WORTH IT!

OUR SERVICE INCLUDES:

1. Cutters are thoroughly examined to determine if they are salvageable. Our salvage rate is over 80%. Cutters that cannot be repaired will be disposed of to avoid extra handling and shipping costs.
2. A complete cleaning and penetrating lubrication is done.
3. The pivot joint is adjusted and tightened to insure proper blade alignment. Pivot is precision pressed not hammered.
4. Cutting edges and jaw surfaces are sharpened and honed to insure clean flush cuts.
5. Tips are re-pointed (A small loss of blade length is realized).
6. Head is completely repolished.
7. Springs are replaced.
8. New foam handle grips installed.
9. A final cleaning, inspection and rust protection is performed.
10. All repaired cutters will be stamped with the letter R for easy identification.

PRICES

ANY MODEL OF PPE SUPER LONG LASTING GATE CUTTER 5" THRU 10" LONG, RECONDITIONED

Part No. RGCSC $8.50 each

ANY MODEL OF SWANSTROM PLASTIC CUTTER, RECONDITIONED

Part No. RGCSW $9.50 each

NOTE:

SOME CUTTERS CAN BE SHARPENED MORE THAN ONCE. BUT WE DON’T RECOMMEND IT BECAUSE RESHARPENING MAY AFFECT THE BLADE HARDNESS.